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Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center Targets
Grand Opening
The Memphis Gay and LesCenter
C ommunity
(MGLCC) is ready to take its

community far outweigh the cost

bian

to the community.
All Gay and Lesbian groups

biggest step. A lease has been
signed, and the site is pending

or individuals are invited to be a
part of this center. The success
and continuation of the Center

city inspection. The landlord
feels it will pass without any
problem. From then on, the
Center will begin serving the
needs of Gay and Lesbian
Memphis. The MGLCC Board
has targeted the first week in
December for the center's grand
opening. More specifics about
the actual date will be in the

next jssue of Gaze.
In the meantime, a pot luck
dinner will be held at the newly
opened center on Sunday, Oct.
1 at 5 PM. On Saturday, Oct.

will rely not on the Center's
needs being met, but rather on
the Center meeting the needs of
the community. The facts of life
are that money will be needed to
pay the rent, utilities, phone,
and insurance. The Community
Center Board will be asking for
a little bit from everyone in the
Money will be
needed as well as volunteers'
time so that the center will be
able to get on with the responsibility of serving the needs of the

community.

21, a town meeting will be held
at the community center from

Lesbian and Gay community.

12:00 N to 1:00 PM to present
the center to the community.

community. As it starts to grow

The center is in the heart of
midtown Memphis at 1291

tions, and criticisms

community will be welcomed

Madison. Though the space is

and appreciated. There will be a

modest in size and design, its

thousand little tasks which will

purpose is grand in scope and
full of promise. It will be a place

need doing and anyone who has

where the Gay and Lesbian

You can spend as little or as

community can gather for meetings, fundraisers, social events,
videos, educational endeavors,
and counseling. The board has
established rules which make
the Center a drug and alcoholfree environment The Center
will offer the many groups involved a place where they can
meet with a minimum of scheduling and space problems. The
MGLCC board feels that the
benefits this place offers the

The center will belong to the
and thrive, the input, suggesof the

an hour or two a month can help.

HEART ST RINGS -An Evening of Hope
HEART STRINGS - the
Atlanta AIDS revue gone na
tional

-

will be at Vincent

tion, the Wimmer Companies,
and Regency Travel, among
others.

DeFrank Music Hall Monday,

About 250 volunteers, many

Sept. 25, culminating almost

from the Gay community, have

four months of work by over

worked hard on ten different

250 volunteers. The first na

committees to make the event a

tional AIDS fund-raiser of its

success. "It's been extremely

kind, HEART STRINGS prom

rewarding,"

said

Rebecca

much time as you feel comfort
able with. Any amount of time

ises to raise about $4 million in

Locke,

the thirty cities in which it will

STRINGS/Memphis, "to see the

will be appreciated. For more

Each city's performance is

information or to find out how
we can use your help, call the
Gay Switchboard on Wednes
day nights at 324-GA YS. The
entire staff of the center is vol
unteer, and it realizes that your
time is precious. Volunteering
will not obligate anyone for any
time or task. Come be a part of
this historic process.

play.
being customized with its own
choruses and celebrities.
The Memphis production will
feature actor Larry Riley of TV's
Knots Landing. Participating
choruses will include the Mem
phis Symphony Chamber Sing
ers and the Angelic Voices of

co-chair of HEART

different elements of our com
munity come together in con
cert for this event. Our host
committee reflects the commit
ment

of

our

coinmunity

to

making this event a success."
According to Allen Cook, the
event's other co-chair, ·85% of
the Memphis proceeds will
remain in Memphis to be dis

Faith.
The touring production is
being produced by the Design

- ATEAC and the Memphis

Industries Foundation for AIDS

ing 15% is being pooled nation

bursed to the two beneficiaries
AIDS Coalition. "The remain

(DIFFA) and sponsored by The
Prudential Foundation, Allied

ally to benefit organizations in

Carpet Fibers, Enron Corpora

schedule," he said.

tion, Continental Airlines, and
Ogilvy & Mather Public M
fairs.
Local

corporate

sponsors

include the Holiday Corpora-

cities not on the national tour
Organizers report th�t a little
over $26,000 has been raised
from the corporate and business
community through the sale of
advertising in the show program

and through corporate sponsor
ships at various levels.
"Being the third stop on a
national tour has its advantages
and disadvantages," said Cook.
"On one level, we will benefit
from the national publicity the
premier will create in Atlanta.
On another level, we've had a
relatively short time frame to
get everything together." Al
though volunteers have been
working since June, the proto
col for producing HEART
STRINGS calls for a 27-week
lead time. "We're doing a 27week project in 16 weeks," said
Cook.
Tickets are on sale through
the Ticket Hub(725-HUBB)for
the black-tie optional event.
Ticket prices are $25 for the
performance , $75 for the per
formance and a champagne cast
party at the Crowne Plaza after
the show, and $200 tickets
which include admission to
those events plus a gala brunch
at Galloway Mansion Sept 24.
A sell-out crowd will net over
$60,000 in addition to the cor
porate sponsorships.
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Domestic Partner Issues
Move to the Fore
encounter.
Tim McFeeley
There are two possible so
e've
all
recently
noticed
W
lutions.
The first is a tradi
a good deal of discussion re
tional,
substantive
approach
garding domestic partners.
Opponents of the exten in which the relationship is
sion of benefits to domestic examined functionally to de
partners generally argue that tennine whether it has more
it's too difficult to defme a of the characteristics of a
domestic partner outside marriage than not This analy
marriage. Proponents cite sis was used by the New York
anecdotes of 20 year old rela Court of Appeals in the
tionships which appear no Braschi case (Brasehi v. Stahl
different from the "Ozzie and Associates, Court of Appeals,
Harriet" model, while the op- . No. 108, July 6, 1989) where
ponents focus on the casual the court states:
"... a more realistic, and
certainly equally valid view
of family includes two adult
lifetime partners whose rela
tionship is long-term and
characterized by an emotion
aland fmancial commitment
Box 3038, Memphis, Tennes
and interdependence."
see 38173-0038. Phone (901)
This is the type of analysis
454-1411 (evenings).
used fur centuries to define
"common law marriages",
Gaze is non-profit and produced by
volunteers. We assume no liability for generally in the context of
claims made by advertisers. Appear imposing obligations on one
ance in this publication is not an indica
of the partners or legitimiz
tion of sexual orientation or identity. We
ing
offspring. The alternative
welcome materials submitted by read
ers, but reserve the right to edit or reject solution to the definitional
such materials. Subscriptions are avail issue is to refrain from any
able at$8 a year to cover mailing costs.
Gaze is published 11 times a year by functional analysis at all and
simply apply a procedural or
the Memphis Gay Coalition.
licensing approach. Thus, the
Co-Editors

-

·

partiesflie a publicaocument, fairness ana balance in ex whiclftbeyhave assumed the
like a marriage license, and tending benefits and burdens mutual burdens of care, fi
they are, in the eyes of the equally. Yet rarely do propo nancial responsibility, and
state, "spouses" or "domestic nents of domestic partner sharing without any of the
partners" ipso facto without benefits acknowledge, let emotional and financial bene
regard to financial or emo- alone accept, these obliga fits of marriage. We expect
This tions, such as sharing com the discussion to shift to ac
tional commitment.
approach also requires termi- munity property, solemniz knowledge the willingness of
nation or divorce procedure ing divorce so that reason domestic partners to assume
whereby the partners either able financial expectations are these obligations in order to
unilaterally or mutually re- accommodated, custody bur justify and promote the ex
voke their relationship.
dens regarding children, in- tension of benefits to them.
The domestic partner dis- heritance presumptions, etc.
Society benefits greatly from
cussion generally focuses on
\ Millions of Gay people
domestic partnerships. It's
benefits and rarely on bur- ,now live (and millions more time for society to acknowl
.
�ve for many years lived) in edge those benefits.
dens. yet the real issue is not
defmitional but whether the" d.o.nl.estic partnerships in
-------------·
domestic partners will be ·�=--- willing to take on the obligations of commitment as consideration fotthe advantages. by Allen Cook
Yes, we have had a few doors
In the Court of'Appeals view HEART STRINGS
slammed in our face. Yes,
Mr. Braschi was entitled to Co-Chair
there are Gay people still
the benefits of the rent conIf you don't attend any other unwilling to help because
trol law because he had as- AIDS fundraising event this their name might become
sumed the obligations of a year,
attend
HEART associated with the issue and
partner - sharing financial bur- STRINGS.
"people will put two and two
dens and social responsibility
I, along with almost 250 together." But make no
forhisdeceased partner. What other people (a seeming mistake, the pluses have
if the case were brought by majority of them Gay) have outweighed the minuses.
the landlord against Mr. been working on this project
For the record, the two
Braschi for rent under the for almost 4 months now and, benfitting organizations theory of"necessaries" - that with any kind of luck, you the ATEAC and the Memphis
spouses are liable for the debts have been inundated with AIDS Coalition - are both
·

Support HEART STRINGS

of their mates for certain essential goods and services
such as housing? The same
analysis and language could
be usedto enforce obligations
on Mr. Braschi
Opponents of domestic
partnerproposals(whetherfor
Gay or straight couples) are
probably less concerned about
the"sanctity" ofmarriagethan
they are with the need for

·

__

Staff Writers
Bob Dumais•Susan Mackenzie
·

,

·

··'

· ·

extremely accountable. Initial

reports of other groups being

beneficiaries were in error.
Every volunteer who has
worked on the project is
buying a ticket. You can show
your appreciation for the work
they've done by buying one,
too. Together we can raise
$100,000 in the fight against
AIDS.

Gaze encourages lettersfrom its readers and provides this
space as a public forumfor its readers to express their opin
ions. Gaze takes no responsibility for the opinions expressed.
Letters over 500 words may be editedfor space requirements,
but original meanings will not be altered. Letters should be as
short as possible and must be signed. Names will be withheld
by request, but anonymous letters will not be printed.

Allen Cook�John Stilwell

Vincent Astor•Ken Horton

information about the event
·
for weeks now.
It has been, without a doubt,
the most rewarding project
I've been involved with in a
long, long time. Volunteers,
straight and Gay, working
side by side, for a project we
know
all
too
well
disproportionately affects the
Gay community.

-

Becky Caperton
\.

Typesetting And Layout
Allen Cook•Bob Dumais
John Stilwell• Vincent Astor

Thanks

for her, corre$ponding with me.

I.· appreciated you printing
the letter in tlie August edition

her address or mail mine to her.

of Gaze from Cathy Milhger of

Circulation

Cecil McLeod•John Stilwell
Bob Dumais

Advertising
Bob Dumais•Vincent Astor

Copyright © 1989 by MGC. 'Reprint
permission on non-syndicated material
granted to Gay publications only pro
vided proper credit is given. Micro
filmed by Southern Gay Archives, Boca
Raton, FL. Gaze is the registered trade
mark of the Memphis Gay Coalition. All
rights reserved.

Jonesboro, AR.
Personally I would like to
,

make contact with her because
as of

11/26/86,

she and I have

recovery in common.
- _Her lett.er really did hit home

with me .Jn all.Iespects except
that she is a female and I am
male. No problem here, but by
its he a ding of

Looking for

"

Clean and Sober Dykes," I do
hope there will not be a problem

�

If you could please mail me

Thank yo� again.
�

Stamey Marsfield
.

Dyersburg, 1N

(Editors Note: Your letter has

beenforwarded to Cathy, and I

t

;...

National Day of Prayer
. for AID$
··

·

'

'

. Sunday October

'1989

5:00

feel confident that you will be
hearing from her.)

Calvary Episcopal Church
Second and Adams
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PATIO• SHOWS
GAMES•FOOD
CRUISIN'

MEMPHIS
AT PlAY
AFTER HOURS

REFLECTIONS
DISCO & SHOW BAR
92 NORTH AVALON 272-1525
•

1268 MADISION (901) 725-1909
•

MEMPHIS' ONLY 24-HOUR GAY BAR
Happy Hour Every Day Noon til 7 PM
85¢ Bottle Beer • 50¢ Draught • 50¢ Setups
Monday:

Showtime 10:30

·

Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

$3.00 Cover

$2.00 64-oz. Pitchers All Night
$1.00 Optional Beer Bust
$1.00 Long Necks 7-3 OR
Optional Beer Bust 8-12
Showtime 1 :30 AM $3.00 Cover
Breakfast Club 3:39 AM $2.00 Cover
October 11
Roast Granny & Dinner

October 4

�iss3- �'s

10:00 PM
$4.00 Cover

·

::Pageant

·

Includes First Drink or Beer Bust
All Proceeds Go toATEAC
(Aid To End AIDS Committee)

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18
10PM
HOSTESS

....

..

MISS TRIXIE
THUNDE.RPUSSY
PlUS

.
.

.

-LISA DeSAVOV<

-.

..

.

_
....

+

...

' •

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-· .

.
,

·.

.

.....

.

�

.

REIGNING MISS J-WAG'S
· · · .
Door Cover $4.00.
.

- SPECIAL ATEAC .AUCTION
8-9:45PM
;;......
.

•

.

.

.

.

.

SPECIAL CO-HOSTESS

. ·

.

.

.

. (tncludes First Drink or Beer Bust)

Pick Up Applications at J-Wag's or
Reflections

;',

.

.

.

-- .: ,:_ �<_.:·
·

.

.

--. �

.
_

-

.

_

.

Regular Shows·
Tues.day, Thursday
Friday, Saturday, & Sunday
Disco Downstairs Every Nighl
-

.

_

·.

·

.
·

,

·

� m,Jt�

���g>�

Frank Defends Relationship
with Male Prostitute
Newton Mass - Rep. Bar
ney Frank (D-Mass.) confiimed
that a male prostitute he hired as
a personal aide used his apart
ment to run a male prostitution
ring, but insisted that he was
unaware of the operation and
fired the man when he learned
of it.
According to various press
reports, Frank said he was
"conned" by the male prostitute
and has invited a Congressional
inquiry into the facts of the case.
Frank denies any public monies
were used to pay the man.
Frank said he met the man,
identified as Steve Gobie,
through an escort service three
years ago and paid to have sex
with him. He later hired the man
in an attempt to "rehabilitate"
him. Gobie was repQrtedly paid
$20,000 a year.
"I made a misjudgment," said
Frank in an interview with
United Press International. "I
thought I was going to be a
liberal who got involved directly
with an individual who needed
help, that I had an individual
who was going to get help
and he took me."

The Washington Times re
ported that Gobie provided
homosexual and bisexual pros
titution service from Frank's
apartment from late 1985
through mid-1987.
"I will confess to having
shown poor judgement as a
social worlcer m that regard and
to having been conned by this
guy," Frank told reporters. "It
never involved anything but my
personal money."
The Washington Post re
ported that Gobie had been
convicted of three felonies,
including oral sodomy and pos
session of cocaine, in Circuit
Court in Alexandria, Va. in
1982.
Rep. Frankpubliclyfevealed
!lis-own: homosexuality in 1987.
He was first elected to the House
in 1980, and intends to run for a
sixth teim in 1990. He concedes
that his sexual relationship with
a male prostitute was illegal.
"I will say that in Washing
ton, D.C., where this happened,
it is not a law that the police pay
any attention to,"Frank said. "It
is not a priority for law enforce
ment."
-·

-·

Man Gets 5 Years for Oral
Sex With Wife
Atlanta- James Moseley is sitting in prison with murderers,
rapists, and other hardened criminals for having had oral sex with
his wife. The Georgia parole board has refused to review his case
for two years. Nom1ally, he would have been out in 3-4 months
because the state of Georgia is under federal orders to grant early
release to 3000 prisoners because of jail overcrowding. The state
says it cannot consider releasing Moseley even under those condi
tions.
Moseley was charged with assault and rape against his es
tranged wide in 1988, but was acquitted of those charges. During
a subsequent divorce trial, he admitted on the witness stand to
having had oral sex with his wife during their marriage. Accord
ing to reports, neither the defense nor the prosecuting attorneys
took notice at the time. However, the judge later told the jury
during instructions that oral sex was a felony in Georgia. Moseley
was convicted and sentenced by a judge known for harsh sen
tences.
Moseley was convicted under the statute that the U.S. Supreme
Court upheld in 1986 in the Hardwick v. Bowers ruling. Civil
liberties activists think that this case may be the right tool for
fighting Georgia's sodomy law.
According to ACLU attorney Judd Herndon, 'The Georgia sod
omy law now becomes a w�apon that can be used by feuding
spouses in a divorce action, and that ought to scare every husband
and wife in this state." The ACLU is considering using this case
in an attempt to repeal the 156-year-old sodomy law.

. Ex-Naval Academy
Midshipman Looking for
One Good Man or Woman!
New York- Joseph Steffan
and Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund are looking for
a retired high-ranking Naval
officer to submit an affidavit
testifying to the feasibility and
effective service ofLesbians and
Gay men in the armed forces.
Navy regulations, like all the
armed services, state that homo

sible trial testimony from a re
tired, high-ranking Navy offi
cer. The affidavit would make
four points:
Lesbians and Gay men are
serving and have served effec
tively in the armed forces both
as enlisted persons and officers.
Gay people in the services
are accepted, by and large, by

sexuality is incompatible with
military service, and were used
to discharge Steffan from the
Naval Academy six weeks be

their peers, and do not pose a
threat to security or to the ac
complishment of the military
mission.
To the extent that issues do
arise with respect to Gays in the
military, those issues are a func
tion of the private biases of
certaip. members of the servi�e
and not of deficiencies in the
personality of Gay service
>
people.
Commanding officers do
not seek the discharge of homo
sexuals under their command
unless the soldier's sexual ori
entation creates a problem.
If you or anyone you know
would be in a position to pro
vide such testimony, please
contact Lowe at (212) 995-

fore he was to· gract\late with
honors.
··::.· :.;:_
In response to Steffan's dis
charge, Lambda filed a suit
against the Navy, charging it
with unconstitutional discrimi
nation. Lambda recently won
the first round of its challenge
when Judge Oliver Gasch of the
Federal District Court in Wash
.

•.

·

.

ington, DC denied the govern
ment's motion to dismiss the
case. The couit has set a sched
ule for deciding the constitu
tionality of the Navy's regula
tions. Currently the Lambda is
preparing briefs and affidavits
which must be submitted by this
fall
As part of its case against the
Navy, Lambda would like to
present an affidavit and pos-

•

•

•

•

8585.

SF Gay Men Not
Relapsing from
Safer Sex

Nearly 20% in San Francisco
still do not use safer sex prac
tices on a consistent basis, ac
cording to a study presented in
June at the 5th International
Conference on AIDS in Mon
treal.
The preliminary results of this
study, and of a second showing
the number of San Francisco
Gay men not regularly practic
ing safer sex to be only 5%,
were presented by Dr. Maria L.
Ekstrand, a research psycholo
gist with UCSF's Center for
AIDS Prevention Studies.
Both studies are incomplete
and will not be published for
mally for another several
months, although preliminary
data have been fmalized.
The researchers considered
only unprotected anal inter
course in the definition of un
safe sex and "did not look at oral
sex at all," according to a report
in the Bay Area Reporter.
While the two studies show
significant differences in the rate
of relapse into unsafe sex prac
tices, they also confiim that the
"vast majority" of Gays in San
Francisco have maintained a
commitment to safer sex.

MGC lOth Anniversary in September

Gay/Lesbi-an Ads
Bianket Maine;
15 Papers Refuse

5-Gaze-OCtobei 1 9'89 1
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•

Portland, Maine- During
the week of June

1,.32

Maine

newspapers carried ads from
Our

Paper,

a

Gay/Lesbian

newspaper, offering subscrip
tion information and a free
sample.
Fifteen papers, including the
Bangor Daily News and the
Lewiston Sun, refused the pre
paid ads and returned them to
Our Paper without explanation.
Ironically, the Sun had recently
conducted a poll of its readers
which showed that an over

whelming majority (77.3%)
supported an extension of the
Maine Human Rights Commis
sion's jurisdiction to prohibit
discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation.
One publisher, however, did
explain his paper's rejection of
the ad. Ferguson Calder, pub
lisher of the Calais Advertiser,
said, "We have to be careful
about content. We're a small
paper, and we have to base these
things on our morals."
Despite the refusals from the
newspapers, Our Paper re
ceived over 300 individual re

quests for subscription informa
tion.

Gay? Lesbian?
Join thousands of lesbians and gay
men in Maine. Subscribe to Our
Paper. For free sample and subscrip
tion info-pack (mailed in a plain
envelope} write to:

Our Paper
Depll
P 0 Box 10744,
Portland. ME 041 04

O�R
�

--------'

GDI Pink Party
Raises Thousands
for HEART
STRINGS
A pink party held Sept. 17 at
GDI on the River raised over

$3000

dollars in cash and sev

eral hundred more in pledges
for

HEA-Rl\ sm�os.

��

l r Holiday
byw84fflJle
Ho
(ou4 .QLJJ�ag) -and •R-};. Hefner,

_

..,.

.. the show feat\)red drag numbers

and mini-auctions. About 250
people attended the event de
signed to provide money for
local AIDS organizations.

:i:''<'

Among the performers were
Melina, Laura Lee Love, Billie

�----------�------------------�--�---------�

Jo Casino, Leslie Cartier, Betty

Among the highlights were per
formances by Lady Rae, Lady
Astor, and auctions of T-shirts

Sue Gibson, Sofonda Peters,
Kirby Kincaid, Hettie McDaniel

and lackie O'Dare.

modeled by some of the
hottest men around- David,
Keith, and Chip.
The highest contribution

of the evening. came long-dis

tance from GDI owner Steve

Cooper who dop.ated $500 to the

cause.

HEART STRINGS, a proj
ect of the Design Industries

Foundation for AIDS, will stage
its performance Sept.

25.
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Granny Weaver
To Be Roasted

Memphis Gay Coalition To
Hold Annual Meeting and
Elections
On October 2, the Memphis
Gay Coalition will hold its
annual meeting at t.'le Memphis
Public Library located at Pea
body and McLean in Meeting
Room A. The meeting will begin
at 7 PM. In addition, the elec
tion of officers and board
members will be held. Also on
the agenda will be a discussion
of the Coalition's successes and
failures in '89 and goals for
1990.
At the meeting held on Sep
tember 5th, the nominating
committee consisting of Vin
cent Astor, Bob Dumais, and
Allen Cook presented a slate of
recommendations. Running for
re-election will be president Ken
Horton, vice president Vincent
Astor, treasurer Cecil McLeod,
secretary-John Stilwell, and at
large board member Allen Cook.
In addition, the nominating
committee recommended Steve
Solomon and Matthew Presley
forat-large board positions. Also
nominated for an at-large board
position was Marty Katz. The
officers and new board will take
over January 1, 1990.
Anyone holding an active
membership in the Coalition is
eligible to vote. If you have any
questions about your eligibility
to vote, check the expiration

Wagettes Raise
$2300 forAIDS
The Wagettes held a 3-day
fundraising event atJ-Wags over
the Labor Day weekend which
raised $2300 for ATEAC. As a
part of the fundraiser, an auc
tion will be held on Oct. 4th.
There was ·a show Sunday
evening which brought Granny
Weaver out in drag for the first
time since the "Queen's Men"
were active, and had Wayne
Newsome performing "Where's
the Dress?" Also performing
were Lady Vic, the Wagettes,
BillieJo Casino, and many more.
The show, hosted by Miss
Peaches and Mattie Mae, con
cluded with the cast and audi
ence joining hands and singing.
Monday's event was a patio
cook�ut and pie throw. This
was the major fundraising �ent
t

. '�

On Wednesday evening, Oct.
1 1, the Wagettes will hold a
dinner and show atJ-Wags. The
cost of the dinner (spaghetti,
salad and garlic bread) is $2,
and the Wagettes will begin
serving at 7 PM.
The show will be $2, and the
hosts for the evening will be
George Wilson and
Trixie
Thunderpussy. Guest of"honor"
Granny Weaver will be hon
ored in a traditional "roast."
All proceeds from the events
will go to ATEAC' s Patient Aid
Fund.

date on your membership card.
Associate members of AGAPE
New Life Church, the Gay
Bowling League, and the Gay
Women's Social Group are also
eligible to vote. These organi
zations accepted the Coalition's
invitation to offer their mem
First Annual TTP
hers Associate Memberships in
Awards
the Coalition.
The first annual Trixie Thun
Associate Memberships are
derpussy
Awards will be held
still available to any Gay or
Wednesday,
October 4 at 10 PM
ganization that may be inter
at
Reflections.
Prior· to the
ested. For more information
awards
show,
an
auction
will be
about how the members of your
held.
The
auction
is
the
culmi
organization can become Asso
nation
of
the
Waggettes'
Labor
ciate Members in the Memphis
Day
Weekend
Fundraiser.
All
Gay Coalition, contact John
profits
from
the
auction
and
the
Stilwell at 454- 14 1 1.
awards
show
will
be
donated
to
After the election, the remain
ATEAC.
der of the meeting will be used
To date·, Trixie has raised over
to discuss goals for 1990. One
$4800
for ATEAC making her
of the primary goals of the
the
Number
One single enter
Coalition continues to be to
tainer raising funds for ATEAC.
escape the perception that the
Some of the awards to be
organization is for white males.
presented will include: BestD.J .,
Also on the agenda will be a
Best Up and Coming Performer,
discussion of the Coalition'srole
Most Cordial Bartender, Most
in supporting the Gay and Les
Versatile Performer, and also of
bian Community Center.
course, some Trash Awards.
Members and non-members
Organizers promise a fun evealike are encouraged to attend
this annual meeting to offer , ning. The identity of a shocking
surprise co-host for the evening
opinions and suggestions to help
is a carefully guarded secret.
us make the Memphis Gay
Coalition more responsive to the 1 But drag queens are cautioned
to "watch out - here comes stiff
needs of the whole community.
competition."
which featured celebrity faces
including Mattie Mae, Granny
Weaver, Bobby Bessinger,
Trixie Thunderpussy, and
Tommy Stewart.
The final event will be the
auction held at Reflections on
October 4th from 8 PM to about
The September GayRap
9:45 PM. Among the items
explored a segment of the Gay
being offered are a microwave,
and Lesbian community that
a hand-made quilt, art work, a
finds many people curious,
trip for 2 to to Florida, and your
some intimidated and few in
favorite magazines in bundles
formed.
The
subject
of 4 or 5 magazines to the bundle.
w as-Leather.
Some his
A new group in town, the
torical background and much
Wagettes were formed as a
philosophical discussion took
social club to be cheerleaders
place. Representatives from
for J-Wags and to raise money
both men's clubs and the Pipe
through fun activities for
line, as well as non-affiliated
ATEAC. The Wagettes are Mike
persons, spoke from a variety
Williams, Randy Hueller, Jerry
of perspectives. The female/
Attaway, Richard Andrews,
feminine side of this lifestyle
Mike Clide, and Billy McCewn.
was touched upon and will be

GayRap
Explores
Leather

examined more closely next
month.

Finalists of the Mr. Southern Leather Contest held Sept. 2 at Chaps.
Winner Chip Hunter (center) is flanked by First Alternate John Poole and
Second Alternate Ray Webber.

flflw v4J of tlw PJ>ainled !¥�
Five Workshops (5 Days each) in Marbelizing,
Wall-Glazing, Etc.
1st Workshop (Beginners)
2nd Workshop (Beginners)
3rd Workshop (Advanced)
4th Workshop (Beginner)

Oct.. 2,4,6,10,12 (Days)
Oct.. 16, 18, 20,24,26 (Evenings)
Oct.. 30, Nov. 1,3, 7,9 (Days)
Nov. 13, 15, 17,28,30 (Evenings)

5th Workshop (Beginner)

Dec. 4,6, 8, 12, 14 (Days)

Tuition per workshop $250
For more information or to enroll
Call David Mah 27 4-8845

Kim A. Moss, M.S.

'Dealing With Gay and Lesbian
Life Issues'

Midtown Counseling Center
1835 Union Ave. Suite 101
Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 726-4586

This is an excellent opportu
nity to discover what persons of
leather have on their minds and
lives and to ask questions.
The next GayRap will be on
October 16 in Meeting Room A
of the Main Library. It will be
a continuation of the September
topic with emphasis on masculinity, femininity, and leather. It
should be very interesting.
Our GayRap group is getting
to be one of the most fun and
interesting groups in town. What
a great place to meet people and
have good discourse without the
standard pitfalls of Gay and Les
bian social life. This group is
currently meeting in the Main
Library at the comer of Pea•

,_
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body and McLean at 7:30 PM
on the third Monday of every
month unless otherwise an
nounced in this newspaper. We
have become a group of profes
sional "rappers, " sometimes
given over to rather shocking
details of Gay and Lesbian life
which could turn the heads of
even the most seasoned of us.
We sit in a large circle and once
the topic has been introduced by
the discussion leader, the floor
is open to whatever might arise.
No one leaves without having
met some great people and with
out having had a wonderful time.
See you there.

Lesbian and Gay Leaders
Sponsor Natl·onal Com·Ing
Out Day Oct. 11
Sante Fe - The second
annual National Coming Out
Day, October 11, is being co
sponsored by a broad base of
highly respected community
leaders and organizations. The
goal of NCOD is to increase
the visibility of the more than
20 million Gay people in the
United States. Last year's ac
tivities received positive me
dia coverage throughout the
country, including coverage in
USA Today, CNN, National
Public Radio, This Way Out,
and the Oprah Winfrey Show.
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ing out is a process
and not a singular event. individuals are being asked to "take

the next step" in their coming
out process - a step which may
October 11, the day of this be very personal for some and
annual event, commemorates the very public for others. "Our
1987 March on Washington for power is awesome, and it's time
Lesbian and Gay Rights. NCOD we use it. NCOD is a chance to
organizers invite individuals and take the spirit and message of
organizations to become co-spon- the March on Washington home
sors by making fmancial contri- to commUnities throughout the
butions to support the central country" says NCOD co-chair
office and by planning local ac-·' Jean O'Leary,Executive Direc
tivities ''This is �
ots �or of National Gay Rights Ad
campaign, and its success de- vocates.
pends on the willingness of local
For more information, or to
groups to plan and carry out contribute to NCOD, write to
events that supportpeople to take NCOD, P.O. Box 15524, Santa
their next step in coming out" fe, New MexicO> 87506 or call
says NCOD co-chair, Dr. Rob (505) 982-2558.

-�� iJ:>

Tired? Stressed Out?
Try
"A Touch of Relaxation"

For Appointment, Contact
Ms. Bernie Gwyn
Massage Therapist
522-1482 or 522-7054

Gay
Switchboard
324 GAYS
Information
Counseling
Referral

$5 OFF WITH THIS AD

A Public Service of the
Memphis Gay Coalition

Therapeutic Massage

..

DO YOU TOO WANT TO CHANGE
YOUR LIFESTYLE?

SHOwTtME

SPAGHElTI
DINNER
7-9
$2.00

10 PM

$2COVER

WAGETTES
·COME SEE US AT J-WAG'S

·OCTOBER 11TH
ALL PROCEEDS TO ATEAC
(AID TO END AIDS COMMITTEE)

·

Supreme Court Porn Ruling:
New Threat to Free Speech
Washington, DC - In a
decision that raises the specter
of ex post facto legislation and
unchallengeably overbroad
laws, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that a conviction obtained
under a 1982 Massachusetts por
nography law could still stand
even though the law was ruled
unconstitutional by Massachu
setts' highest courtin 1988. In a
confusing decision that sharply
split the justices, the Court
remanded the case back to the
state's Supreme Judicial Court
(SJC) to decide whether a photo
Douglas Oakes took of his par
tially naked 14-year-old step
daughter was expression pro
tected by the First Amendment.
Douglas was convicted in
1985 and sentenced to ten years
in jail for the photo, which
showed o nly the young
woman's breasts exposed. He
served two years before being
paroled. He was charged under
a 1982 state law that declared
that any photo of a person under
18 depicting genitalia or female
breasts constituted "child por
nography."

told The Guide.
But the court did reject the
part of the decision which said
that because the 1982 law was
unconstitutional, the Oakes
conviction should be thrown out.
The high court said that the SJC
should have considered whether
Oakes' photo was itself consti
tutionally protected expression,
independently of whether the
law under which he was pro
tected was constitutional.
Vita had argued that the photo
was constitutionally protected
in his arguments before the SJC.
But in the Massachusetts court's
sweeping ruling on the uncon
stitutionality of the 1982 law, it
never addressed Vita's claim.
Since the Supreme Court has
remanded the case back to the
SJC, Vita will argue that point
once again before the Massa
chusetts court in the fall, and the
case might again be appealed to
the Supreme Court.
Vita said the high court rul
ing is disturbing because it
encourages overbroad laws that
restrict expression. The easy
convictions such laws allow may

In January 1988, the Massa
chusetts' Supreme Court struck
down the law on the grounds
that it unconstitutionally re
stricted free speech. The court
noted that parents who took
pictures of their naked babies

then be immune from challenge
on the grounds that they are
unconstitutional. Vita said,
"We'll have more overbroad,
sweeping laws enacted because
it will be much more difficult to
mount an overbreadth chal-

could receive 10-year jail sen
tences. Because the law was
unconstitutional, the SJC rea
soned, Oakes' conviction should
be thrown out, even though he
had already served his sentence.
Seven months after the SJC
decision, the Massachusetts
legislature passed a revised
pornography law which de
clared that only nude depictions
of minors that are produced
"with lascivious intent" are
pornographic.
The Supreme Court.did not
address the part of the Massa
chusetts decision which said that
it is unconstitutional to deem
nudity of minors per se porno
graphic. The high court said that
issue is moot because the 1988
revision adds a "lascivious in
tent" clause. 'They used their
principle of avoiding constitu
tional issues wherever possible,"
Ri_chard Vita, Oakes' attorney,

lenge."
A plurality of four Justices
remanded the case to the SJC.
Brennan, Marshall, and Stevens
voted to uphold the SJC ruling
that the Massachusetts law vio
lated the constitution while
Scalia and Blackmun said
Oakes' conviction was consti
tutional.

(Reprinted by permission
from The Guide to the Gay
Northeast)

WET
JOCKEY
SHORTS CONTEST
THURSDAY, OcT. 5
M.C. MICHELLE MARIE
WET DowN SoME oF THE
HOTTEST MEN IN MEMPHIS
AFTER THEY TAKE IT ALL OFF
FIRST PRIZE $150 CASH
INTERESTED CoNTESTANTs
CALL GDI AT
526-1038

GDI

ON THE-

287 SOUTH FRONT ST.
October 1989
MONDAY

SUNDAY

1
HALLOWEEN
As ONLY GDI CAN Do IT
CosTUME CoNTEsT:
$50 CASH
1ST PRIZE
$25 CASH
2ND PRIZE
SATURDA, OcTOBER 28TH
FUN & GAMES!
BEER DRINKING CoNTEST!!
THE PARTY OF THE YEAR!
THE ONLY PLACE TO BE
ON HALLOWEN!

�I-

MELINA MIXES
MoDERN
MUSIC

8
MELINA MIXES
MoDERN
MUSIC

15
MELINA MIXES
MoDERN
MUSIC

22

WEDNESDAY

3

4

2

PATRICK
MILLIKEN

CLOSED

Boy's CLUB PARTY
MEN ONLY!

FANTASY FESTIVAL

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC

9

10

CLOSED

PATRICK
MILLIKEN
'

CLOSED

29

30

11

Boy's CLUB PARTY
MEN ONLY!

FANTASY FESTIVAL

. PROGRESSIVE MusiC

17

18

PATRICK
MILLIKEN

BoY's CLUB PARTY
MEN ONLY!

PROGRESSIVE MusiC

SPECIAL ALL-MALE SHOW
Go-Go BoYs! '

24

25

23
CLOSED

SPECIAL ALL-MALE SHOW '
Go-Go Boys!

SPECIAL ALL-MALE SHOW
Go-Go BoYs!

16

MELINA MIXES
MoDERN
MUSIC

MELINA MIXES
MoDERN
MUSIC

TuESDAY

FANTASY FESTIVAL

PATRICK
MILLIKEN

Boy's CLUB PARTY
MEN ONLY!

FANTASY FESTIVAL

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC

SPECIAL ALL-MALE SHOW
Go-Go BoYs!

31
MISS
MESS
MEMPHIS
PAGEANT

CLOSED

DAYUGBT SAVINGS TtME ENos

I·
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THE

BOYS CLUB
For Men Only!
BY PoPULAR DEMAND,
Now EVERY WEDNESDAY!!!

GDI FANTASY FESTIVAL

DRESS & AcT YouR FANTASIES!
SoRRY... No LADIES ALLOWED
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES
MALE DANCERS
A NIGHT WITH
THE BoYs

RIVER
526-1038

5

1-

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
......

WET
JOCKEY
SHORTS
CoNTEsT
$150 PRIZE
M.C. MICHELLE MARIE

I�

6

7

-

8:00-10:30
75¢ BEER
ScHNAPPS
JAGERMEISTER
THEME SHOW
CAGED MALE DANCERS

8:00-10:30
75¢ BEER
ScHNAPPS
JAGERMEISTER
THEME SHOW
11:00

13

12
MALE
DANCERS

8:00-10:30
75¢ BEER
ScHNAPPS
JAGERMEISTER
THEME SHOW
CAGED MALE DANCERS

75¢ BEERS
M.C. SoFONDA PETERS

19

'

TALENT
NIGHT
$50 1ST PRIZE
75¢ BEER
M.C. SOFONDA PETERS

14
8:00-10:30
75¢ BEER
ScHNAPPS
JAGERMEISTER
THEME SHOW
11:00

21

20

8:00- 10:30
75¢ BEER
SCHNAPPS .
JAGERMEISTER
THEME SHow
11:00

8:00-10:30
75¢ BEER
ScHNAPPS
JAGERMEISTER
THEME SHOW
CAGED MALE DANCERS

'
�

28

27

26
MALE
DANCERS

75¢ BEERS
M.C. SoFONDA PETERS

HALLOWEEN
CosTUME
PARTY
PRIZES
S PECIAL THEME SHOW

8:00-10:30
75¢ BEER
ScHNAPPS
JAGERMEISTER
THEME SHOW
CAGED MALE DANCERS

'

'-'· �

..
.

-

THURSDAYS0CTOBER
12TH & 26TH
HoT MEN! BEER BusT!
AND DRINK SPECIALS!!
ALL COMBINED WITH
M.C. SoFONDA PETERS
DoN'T M1ss TALENT NIGHTS ON
THURSDAYS,
OcT. 5TH & 19TH
.
SAME DRINKS &
$50 CASH
FIRST PRIZE
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A Lesbian Love Advisor

tions," you're essentially S!lYing, "but no one out there is
equipped to handle mine."
Pretzeling can be especially
disastrous in a romantic relationship, where it results in

by Celeste West
illustrated by Nicole Ferentz

"Let us begin with flirting.
Isn't that where it usually be
gins?" So also beginsALesbian
blowup, complete with tears and Love Advisor, a practical guide,
accusations, after which your
bold and sassy, with a welcome
puzzled and angry mate won- , . disregard for convention and
ders why you changed the rule� .with a tongue-in-cheek that
on him. He is angrier,. in fa t . .would make Miss Manners
then he would.have
mf yo�
:,bllJ.SQcFrom the "sweet arts" of
subtle sabotage, depression, or
a seemingly i ne xplicable

Do You Suffer From the
Pretzel Syndrome?
by Becky Caperton, M.S.
Do you suffer from the "Pret
zel Syndrome?" What about
those occasional painful twinges
you get from simultaneously
aiming to please, holding your
tongue, trying to fit in, and
bending over backward?
They're nothing, you say. You
certainly wouldn't describe
yourself as an emotional con
tortionist whose psyche is occa
sionally as twisted as a certain
salty snack food. No way. You
prefer to think of yourself as an
accomodator, a natural-born
peacemaker.
Peacemaking is certainly part
of the syndrome, which takes
four major forms: agreeing with
things you don't really agree
with, over-looking behavior that
actually fries your hide, saying
yes to requests you'd rather
refuse, and actually volunteer
ing for tasks you'd rather avoid.
Why do we do it? Because
we're nice and that's what we've
been taught? Because if we
disagree or refuse, people might
get upset, or yell. or more im
portantly, leave us? If we're
candid, we must admit that our
niceness isn't completely moti-

vated by our big hearts. Much of
it is for our own protection.
Confrontation is difficult and
terrifying; peace is easier.
But peace at what price? It
looks as if the worst that hap
pens is that the pretzel short
changes himself/herself; every
one else's needs get met. That's
true, and that's bad. But you do
even more damage when you
ignore your true feelings.
Those cranky people who say
no are actually nicer. For one
thing, they tell the truth - to
others and to themselves. Pret
zels have to convince them
selves if they're going to be able
to fool others effectively. We
all have to do things we don't
want to, but at least those who
grumble, even if only to them
selves, discharge their annoy
ance. Pretzels imagine that they
can hide their anger forever, but
it ultimately surfaces, either in
uncharacteristic tantrums, or
more likely, in passive-aggres
sive games. Furthermore, when
you're nice out of fear and not
.
genuine feeling, you are, m a .
strange way, declaring yourself
superior to others. "I can handle
emosomebody else's

�

�

.4

confronted him wtth your dtspleasure at the time it occurred._
You can fix this. It means
working on self-esteem (what
doe�n't, ) anq pras;ticing surviving
e �i�p ��sury
others.
You ll get lli rough it, al1,d th�y
.
will get ovent. Not everyone m
the world has to love you. In
fact, to have certain jerks dislike you is an honor! We're all
happier when the way we behave reflects the way we really
feel, but practice is required.
You might as well start now.
Stop being a pretzel, and let the
chips fall where they may!
·

�

}

Lesbian flirting, courtship, and

.of

·

FOrnance, A Lesbian Love
Advisor sweeps its readers on to
bedside manners (including the
seduction dinner, complete with
recipe), the delightful erotica of
the pleasure dome; jealousy
"heartburn", the Lesbian love
relationship (including wills,
powers of attorney, and part
nership accords); fair fighting,
and relationship endings. The
book closes with ceremonies of
Lesbian spirituality, including a
circle of commitment ritual for
Lesbian lovers.
"Celeste West has birthed a
wild, witchy, wacky, yet wise
book of advice to the lovelorn

Lesbian."- Phyllis Lyon & Del
Martin, Lesbian/Woman.
"Celeste West's wise and
witty advice will surely guide
Lesbians on their way to the
Goddess." - Hallie Iglehart
Austen, Womanspirit.
Author Celeste West is man
ager of Booklegger Publishing
andthe libraryJbookstore ofSan
Francisco's Zen Center. Her
books include Revolting Li
brarians, with Elizabeth Katz;
The Passionate Perils of Pub
lishing, with Valerie Wheat;
Words In Our Pockets: the
Feminist Writer's Guild Hand
book; and ELSA, I Come With
My Songs, with Elsa Gidlow.
Cleis press will release A
Lesbian Love Advisor in Sep
tember in plenty of time for
holiday giving. Individual or
ders must be prepaid. Copies
cost $24.95 (cloth) or $9.95
(paper). Add 1.50 shipping for
the first book; $.75 for each
additional book. Send to Cleis
Press, P.O. Box 8933, Pitts
burgh, PA 15221 or call (412)

731-3863

Memphis Gay Coalition

We Make it
Happen.
Join Todayl

(jay Womens
Socia{ (jroup
Halloween Costume Party
Saturday
October 21st at 7:30 pm
BYOB

$2.00 Donation

For More Information_��'!,
Call Lee·
at 327-6165

We have been running in
overdrive for the past few weeks
and Heart Strings is yet to come.
Here is what the wind blew by.

Social Butterfly Department
There seems to be no bottom
to the hearts of Gay Memphi
ans. The turnout for the benefits
just this month has been ex
traordinary.
The Wagettes raised $1 ,600
in cash and another $500 in
pledges at their first annual
Labor Day weekend benefit.
Their production number was a
dramatic

interpretation of

a

regular Saturday night at J
Wag's and this worthy cause
also brought Granny Weaver
and Phyllis ()Ut of retirement.
Several genuine drag perform
ers turned up, just to bring the
show back to reality. We are
sorry we missed the opportuni
ties provided by the pie throw at
the cookout. Of the two con
tests advertised, the Mr. Cow
boy lost out to the wet jockey
shorts and their auction will be
held before the TIP (Trixie
Thunderpussy) awards sched
uled for October.
A smaller benefit held at
Lorretta's raised $519 and was
enthusiastically received by a
generous crowd. ATEAC was
the beneficiary of both fundrais

Congratulations and felicita
tions to this year's Mrs. South
ernNaugahyde(name withheld)
who was selected at a very dis
creet and closed meeting of
wives of Uniform Leather) held
at an undisclosed location which

benefit Heart Strings.

truly an historic gathering.

we know to be hiding behind a

Well! We were severly chas
tised for once again missing the

very ostentatious row of ele

Billie Jo Casino awards, but last

take place in the very near fu

year somebody did take the

ture (Vespa 2 went by com

trouble to tell us, soon after,

pletely unnoticed during the
After Christmas sales rush). We

about what had taken place and
there was a videotape. We will

weren't invited to attend, so we
really can't care much.

·mistake, and we understood,

next month.
We were immensely pleased
to be asked to perform at the
Pink Ball at GDI. To be per
forming

alongside

so

many

legends might just tumour head,
under other circumstances. We
were thrilled and pleased to be
in such good company: Melina,

entine's Day. The real compe
tition came on Sunday after
noon, after the run was techni
cally over. The turkey and trim
mings at the Pipeline buffet .
and the Cajun delights at Chaps
were both so delicious as to
preclude choosing one over the
other. Congratulations to Chip
Hunter, sponsored by GDI, Mr.
Southern Leather 1990. John
Poole, sponsored by Second
Skin Leather in New Orleans,
won first alternate; and Ray
Webber, sponsored by Chaps,
se�nd alternate.
-�QO
. .

(Translation: Well! Billie Jo
read us the riot act for not show
ing up for this year's Billie Jo
Casino awards. If anyone had
told us what had happened soon
enough we would damn well
have written about it.l.a.ttmonth,
but no one did until tl1M. month.
We won't miss it again. We

Houston with her good friend
Jackie O'Dare), Billie Jo Ca

thank you, Billie Jo,for remem

sino, Leslie Cartier, Betty Sue

bering us again.)

Gibson, Sofonda Peters, Kirby

Public Service
Announcement Dept.
We expect to see each and
every one of you at Heart Strings,
one show only, Monday, Sep
tember 25,at De Frank Hall(the
South Hall) of the Auditorium
at Cook Convention Center. For
ticket information, call 725HUBB, or 726-HOPE. This is
the biggest benefit for AIDS
that has ever taken place and we
can do a lot of good. Be there.
Aloha.
Warm Fuzzy Dept.
Bob Dumais, longtime staff

Lady Rae,Laura Lee Love(who

Kincaid, Hettie McDaniel, and
Marilyn Mansfield with hosts
Bettye Hefner and Mr. Summer
Holiday.
Several bars, now and then,

flections, the Entree' Nuit and
the Butterfly Cabaret (just ask

body we missed. Our dear and

(we don't remember) for Val

·

traveled all the way up from

credit for seeing that it at least

and Gateway for the red hearts
on, or was it the red heart-ons,

Coalition for his years of serv
ice to the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community.

He cer

achievements the instruction of

got back to moi, which is more

Labor Day skit (we won't go
into detail, you figure it out),

benefit by a plaque from the

though we were given scant

around, Myrtle); plus several

(with the firecracker suits for
July 4th), Tsarus with their

ing volunteer for Heart Strings
was honored at GDI's Pink Ball

details, that it was yet another
unforgettable evening.
And
thank you, Billie Jo, again.

members ofTsarus and Women
of
ather-and probably some

pants. Significant cocktail par

MGC president, and hardwork

Tsarus' 9th annual Aida run

French Connection, Lonnie's

ties were Women of Leather

Switchboard volunteer, twice

takes place this weekend. More

etc.). At least we can give her

cess, with around 80 partici

endeavour to not repeat this

member of Gaze, longtime Gay

tainly deserved it; also, he can

represented on stage by two of
the Pipettes), J-Wag's and Re

than some people.
Wings' Flight 5 was a suc

to

It was

phant ear plants. Vespa 3 will

·hand that Lorretta has moved!
Bait Shoppe has opened at 598

tion items (one on two legs)
helped raise over $3,000

were represented in the audi
ence: WKRB,the Pipeline(also

Marshall St. (nee' Chaps, The

her, and Michelle Marie passed
through. Several unique auc

GHOUL (Germantown House

ers.
We had to find out second
Lorretta's Cut Rate Saloon and

tender sister Renee' Williams
attended,it was a pleasure to see

hear it was a hot show.

And

count

among

his numerous

the rest of the Gaze staff in the
proper and frequent use of the
semicolon.

Mazal Tov and

Bonne Chance!
Woman on the Street Dept.
The Apartment Club will
host the Ms Junior Miss Coro
nationon Oct. l,and will feature
Wendy from Houston on Octo
ber?.
Many habitues of the Pipe
line will be doing a lot of travel
ing this month to anniversary
runs of two clubs, Gateway's
16th and Knights D'Orleans'
15th. On the home front, Jeff is
whipping up a Toga Party for
September 29th and the next
Wild West Night will take place
on October 4. There are plans
for a surprise celebration
shrouded in the psychic mists,
but the who and the when are
cloudy. Where is Maria Ous
penskaya when you need her?
Funny how coincidences
coincide. In the same breath,
and you know how long winded
she can be, Tommy Stewart

told us that Billie Jo Casino
will be joining the cast at Re
flections and that Trixie Thun

derpussy will be giving her set
of opinionated trophies at J

Wag ' s on0ctober4. A surprise
hostess will be a feature, a first
timer, they say. Now just how
many times have you ever be
lieved what "they" say. Miss J
Wag's will be selected on Octo
ber 18 and the famous former
Memphian Tracy Lee will per
form at Reflections the 22nd,
23rd and 24th of October.
Chaps, where the dust has
finally settled after the Wings
run, is offering Country Dance
Lessons every Wednesday
night.
WKRB will host a special
show with Lorretta, Billie Jo
and Angie on Spetember 24.
Congratulations to Women of
Leather on their 2nd anniver
sary.
GDI will host the Miss
Southern Belle Pageant on
September 26. Read the ad,
there's just too much for moi to
fit in.
Rumour of the Month
Rumour had it during Flight
5 that Dennis Kijowsky had

taken the Widow McCain as his
mistress. When questioned, she
replied,"Doeshethinkl'msome
kind of Lesbian or something?"
We decline further comment

Ta, ta.
Lady A.

.
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California State University,
Long Beach. She is affiliated

that explainsthe-legal aspects of
sexual ·behavior. The chapter
explains the definitions for in:

with Planned Parenthood of San

�st, child molestation, rape, and

Diego and Riverside Counties,

sexual harassment. It also de

California.

scribes how these matters are

Prentice Hall has introduced

Parenthood of San Diego and

The last part reviews reproduc

It is a comprehensive family

cludes chapters on women's

Riverside Counties, California.

tive health problems. This in

reference on reproductive health

sexual heath problems, men's
sexual health problems, sexu

and sexuality written by Eliza
beth Thompson Ortiz.

ally transmitted diseases, and a
chapter on AIDS.

Your Complete Guide to
Sexual Health is a complete,

Your Complete Guide to
Sexual Health is the first book

easy-to-read, illustrated guide
to sexual health and sexual is

of its kind to address men's
sexual health issues, legal as

sues suitable for people of all

ages,

religions,

and

beliefs.

pects of sexual behavior, and a

Every chapter of the book has
been reviewed by experts. The

complete

chapter

on

AIDS

(A cquired Immune Deficiency

book is organized into three

Syndrome).

parts. Part one discusses human

men's

sexuality in general including

One chapter on

sexual health covers

where to get proper health care,

the human body, conception,

prevention of common prob

sexual behavior, talking to your

lems, and a detailed explana
tion of the common health prob

children about sex, and sex and
the law. Part two discusses re

lems of the male reproductive
system. Ortiz includes a chapter

production in detail. It covers

memphis
BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER

An lnterraclai·Gay Organization fOr All

statement of Purpose

People

Black and White Men Together of Memphis, Inc. is a Gay interracial
organization committed to fostering supportive environments
wherein racial and cuijural barriers can be overcome and the goal of
human equality realized. To these ends, we engage in educational,
political, cuijural, and social activities as means of dealing with
racism, sexism, homophobia, and other inequities in our community
and in our lives.

BWMT OCTOBER CALENDAR
Oct.1

Board Meeting, 1 PM, Ed & Mike's

Oct.2

CR Discussion Group, 7:30 PM, Irwin's

medically accepted aefmitions

Campfest Festivals produces Campfest, The Cpmfortable
Womyn's Music Festival and Womongathering., A Festival
of Womyn's Spirituality.

m

of AIDS and AIDS-Related
Complex (ARC), causes, trans-

�

mission of the disease to others, .

treatments, testing for AIDS
antibodies, and safe sex prac-

.

.(1,;�'

Campfest will celebrate its 7th year in 1990, and Womon
gathering will be held for the 3rd year. Both festivals are
d,e,dicated to presenting entertainment and workshops that

tices. She also tells the �ader ::. 'rrep�sent a wide variety of topics and the broadest possible
how to find services avail�b_le L;lt:swctw.m of womyn's performing arts.

for those who test positiv.e for
the disease.

This boolcjs.apide.al r!!$<)Ur�e

for parents,,Jeacjl��. 90�e.lors, and:·otbe.rs �ho1�9rkr.w.Hh
children and youth. Ortiz has
written the book from an objective point of view stressing
education and personal respon-

sibility. The book also includes
information about social prob-

.,�

Campfest and Womongathering invite womyn to witness

and participate in the special empowerment that results from
the energy generated in womyn-only spaces.
Campfest and Womongathering have openings for musi-

cians, dance, or theatre presentations as well as workshop
presenters. Deadline for submissions to be considered for the

1990 festivals is October 30th. Performers should send an
audition tape and workshop presenters should send an outline or description of proposed presentations.

ASL Interpreters qualified for interpreting music and/or

lems related to sexuality includ-

workshops are needed for both festivals. Deadline for applications for the 1990 festivals is February 28, 1990.

There is an end-of-book index
as well as suggestions for fur-

for the 14 days.Send a brief resume to LeeGlanton, Campfest

ing rape, incest, child molestation, and sexual harassment.

ther reading for each chapter,

·
along with names and addresses
of national resource organizations.
ElizabethThompsonOrtizis
an A ssociate Professor in the
Department of Social Work at

Write Carol Kerr, Campfest Festivals, Rt #1, Box 91,
Penn Run, PA 15765-9731 or call (412) 463-1318.

Campfest Festivals is interested in finding staff womyn

Festivals, Rt 5, Box 185, Franklinville, NJ 08322 or call

(609) 694-2037. Deadline for applications is February 28,
1990.

L-------�

Knoxv· le Tapped
for State NOW
Conference
The state conference of the

Relax with

National

"Just the Right Touch"
..

Non-.sexual Swedish/Sports Massage

�·Just

the Right Touch !"1'.:
$10 OFF
SPECIAL COUPON
� 377-7701

�

Social Evening at Nick's 8-11 PM

Oct. 21

Dixon Garden, 1 PM for Toulouse-Lautrec Show
(Rendezvous in the Garden Area)

Oct. 23

CR Discussion Group, 7:30 PM, Main Library
"If Memphis had a Gay Government in the Year
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NOW

•

Force
Divorce and Child·Custody
•

Lobbying Your State and

Federal Legislators

Lee's

cart)ef

�

Care

Commercial - Residential
24 Hour Service
Scotchguard Disinfectant Deodorizer
•

2000, What Role Would You Play In It?"

For details: Call Ed (452-5894), Irwin (726-1461)
or write BWMT/Memphis, P.O. Box 41773,
Memphis, TN 38174-1773

scale

members. Molly Yard, presi
dent of National NOW, will be
the keynote speaker at the Sat

•

Oct. 13, 14, 15

Oct. 14

tration fee is $15 and is on a

sliding fee

Some of the workshops to be

Fulfilling In A Relationship?"

Memphis

for

included are: .
Reproductive Rights Strike

Mon- Fri
3pm· 9pm
o only o

·�

Organization

Women (NOW) will be held in
Knoxville this year. The regis

urday lunch.

OFFICE HOURS

"Living Together or Apart -What Is More

NABWMT Board of Directors Meeting In

call (201) 592-2348.

Performers, Presenters, and Staff
Wanted For Womyn'� Festiv,als

�:��A fu�� �n�� :���:P�;

pregnancy and childbirth, un
planned pregnancy, infertility,
contraception, and sterilization.

Your Complete Guide to Sexual
Health, sponsored by Planned

College Publicity, Prentice Hall,

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 or

handled by the legal and .social
s

Your Complete Guide to
Sexual Health

For more infonnation about
this book, write Beth Mullen,

•

327-6165
3433

Free Estimates
Lee Watson- Owner
Carrington, Memphis, TN

Women in History
NOW 101: The Basics of
NOW
•

•

Women's Spirituality
Memphis NOW is in charge
of resoluti0fis, SO! ahymember
•

who is intet-e-stell sheuld",.(tall
901-452-6983 witlrfjroposals.

The Cohference·\v'iit.:w held

at the Best Westerh Campus Inn.
Room rates are $�0 for double,
$44 for triple, and •$47 for a
quad. Reservations can be made

38111

by calling(615) 521-5000. Other
expenses include $7 for the
buffet lunch (with Molly Yard
as speaker) and aSunday Break

fast Buffet for $6.

MGC- The Gift of Enlightenment- 1979-1989
by Vincent Astor
1989 is a banner year for Gay
anniversaries. This month is the
anniversary of the founding of
the Memphis Gay Coalition.
The Coalition is 10 years old;
and this much-misunderstood,
much-maligned institution has
outlasted ih<ilSf of-its. critics and
most of the bars and institutions
active at its founding in 1979.
Its primary purpose has always
been giving-whether it was
community events, discussion
forums, or information; cham
pioning Gay and Lesbian rights
and continuing the quest for
obtaining those rights; or pro
viding support and enlighten
ment to those who sought it.
Two Gay men, Ric Sullivan .
and Bill Johnson, had moved
back to Memphis from Wash
ington, DC in 1979. Having left
such a politically active climate,
they brought .with them a liberal
attitude,an activist lifestyle, and
a burning desire to awaken ac
tivism and Gay consciousness
in Memphis. The Gay Switch
board already existed, having
been founded by the Sexuality
and Lesbianism Task Force of
the National Organization for
Women in 1977. They decided
to found a chapter of the Nash
ville-based Tennessee Gay
Coalition for Human Rights
(TGCHR), which had also been
founded in 1977. On Septem
ber 10, 1979, a group of inter
ested people held a meeting at a
private home. By November,
Memphis had a new Gay
newspaper, Gaze, and the
TGCHR was having regular
monthly meetings at the Main
Branch of the Memphis Public
Library. Suddenly, Gay activ
ism had arisen and could be
found at one of the most public
places around. This had been
fueled by the first Gay March
on Washington which had taken
place in October of that year
and was attended by several
members of the fledgling group.
The TGCHR was informally
structured. A volunteer facili
tator chaired the monthly meet
ings, and a steering committee
planned the agendas. A secre
tary and treasurer were also
volunteers.
A membership
coordinator maintained mem
bership files and conducted
membership drives. The idea
behind this mode of operation
was.to avoid "power" positions
and "elected" offices, thus keep
ing it a group-run organization.
'The Coalition took over staff
ing, maintenance, and support
of the Gay Switchboard in early

1980 and has continued it ever
since.
The number of members
began to swell as the first major
project appeared. The 5th annual Southeastern Conference
of Lesbians and Gay Men was

program meeting.
In the autumn of 1983, as a
result of moneys raised in the
very first AIDS benefit in
Memphis, the Coalition pur
chased AIDS brochures and
began distributing them at all of
the Gaze distribution points,
including bars and adult movie
houses - the first effort of this
kind in Memphis.
In October of 1984, the Coa
-Ution decided to restructure
1-along more formal lines with an
�elected Steering Committee and
four elected officers. 1985 saw
the first GayRap sessions on
program meeting nights once a
month. 1986 found the Colll:i
tion participating as a group in
Hands Across America and
making plans for a Gay Com
munity Center Building Fund.
The Coalition added a much
needed donation toward a spe
cific AIDS research project
Up to this time, the Coalition-run Gay Switchboard had
been handling an increasiPg
number of AIDS-related calls.
These were taken over by the
AIDS Switchboard in 1987. !In
1987, the annual Gay pride pic
nic was revamped, and GayFest
was born. Coalition representatives participated in the Match
on Washington in October and,
as hadbeen the case many times,
sent representativesto statewide
meetings in Nashville.
A social group of Mature
Gays met once in 1988, spon
sored by the Coalition; and the
first Community service award
was presented to long-time
treasurer Cecil McLeod. The
Coalition donated toward the
production ofthe revueADance
Against Darkness which bene
fited ATEAC. In 1988, the
Coalition began at last to seri
ously work toward the forma
tion of a Gay and Lesbian
Community Center, one of the
original goals from as far back

looking for a host city. Memphis stepped forward. The result was the appearance of a
large turnout of Lesbians and
Gay men at the HolidaY: Inn
Rivermont for Confereilce '80,
an event which change<� the lives
of everyone who participated
and made Memphis aware, on
TV no less,that there were plenty
of activist Gays and Lesbians
right at home.
Well-known
activists Barbara Greer, Lea
Hopkins and the late Leonard
Matlovich spoke; and Lesbian
musician/songwriter
Meg
Christian performed.
This apparentlytireless group
of people then organized the
very first Gay River Ride on the
Memphis Queen II as a Gay
Pride Celebration in June. This
has become the major Gay social event of the Memphis area
each year and has, in its nearly
10 year history, attracted participants from as far away as
Texas.
In September of 1980, a
weekend retreat held at the
Orpheum produced a strong
feeling toward independence
and local emphasis. The Memphis chapter of the TGCHR
became the Memphis Gay Coalition. 1980 also saw the first
appearance of the Gay Alternative Radio Show, begun by
Coalition members. It later
became independent.
InJune of 1981, the very first
Gay Pride March and Rally was
held with Lea Hopkins as Marshal. A peaceful march, with
the courteous assistance of the
Memphis Police Department,
marched from Cooper St. and
Higbee to the Overton Park
Shell. These marches..� to as 1979. The Center committee
continue for several years. Later received a charter in the spring
that year, Lambda Televideo of 1989 and will open the center
took to the Cab1evision public this fall.
access channel with Views from .
Ten years of Christmas Pot
Ten Percent, a regularly sched- Luck dinners, numerous eve
uled program addressing Gay nings of films, and videotapes,
Thanksgiving dinners, and picissues.
In 1982, the political action nics have been given by the
committee spun off to become Memphis Gay Coalition to the
the Memphis Gay Political Gay and Lesbian community of
Caucus, which planne d to re- Memphis. Gaze, published by
search and endorse political Coalition volunteers, has not
candidates. That year, also, saw missed a regularly scheduled
the editorship of Gaze pass from issue in 10 years. Gay Pride has
Bill Johnson to Allen Cook and been celebrated every June in
John Stillwell. 'The group de- Memphis for 10 years. The
cided to promote the third Coalition has withstood much
•

Monday of each month
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criticism and many harsh feel-
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ings, the echoes of which we
still hear all the time. When one
looks at the many events and
groups which have sprung from
the Coalition, or have been
begun by its members with
support from the group, it is
strange that this stigma will not
go away. Coalition members
have been active in Gay
churches, athletic associations,
benefit shows, political lobby
ing, and AIDS activities and
frequently have filled leader
ship roles.
The founders of this body
were liberal,even radical. They
challenged complacency. They
fought against bigotry and bias.

They sometimes fought against
Gay people who thought Mem
phis was not ready for· activism
or were just plain afraid. Ten
years must carry with it some
credit. The Coalition has adapted
to changing times, but without
losing sight of its original
purpose-to assert and strive to
obtain
our
Godand
Constitution- given right t o be
who we are and as we are with
out persecution. I, for one, am
as proud to be a member of this
group as I am to be Gay. And
the latter is due greatly to my
being among the courageous
people who have and do make
up the Memphis Gay Coalition.

·'
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Clip and mail to: MGC, P.O. Box 3038, Memphis,
TN 38173-0038

-------------------

rd Like to Join the Coalition

as:

A Contributing Member ($5.00)
A subscribing Member (8.00, Includes a Subtcrlptlon to Gaze)
=A SUstaining Member ($20.00, Includes a Subicrlptlon to Gam)
A Household (2 People) ($35.00, Includes a Subs:rlptlon to Gmt

_

_

Name
. ______________
Addres s
Clty
State ___.Zip
_______

Phone

_

__
_

14-Gaze-October 1989

new friends, GBF or GWF of all

Deadline April1990.
Submissions sought for a bos>k

seeks good home. Likes to spend

ages. Prefer person who is sincere

lots of time outdoors. Claws yes,

and honestPleaseno games. Write:

womb no. 725-1698 evenings.

Dept J-10, Box 3038, Memphis,

TN 38173-0038.

on Lesbians responding to AIDS,
focusing on the experiences of Les

RATES FO R CLASS IFIEDS:
Personal,

nOn-commercial

ads

potential problems. Proceed with
caution.

FREE. Limit of 30 words (includ
HAIRY

ing address or plwne number) and

MEN/ADMIRERS.

a $2 .00 charge for t/le use of oUT

Bears/I'rappers! Nationwide uncen

P.O.Box.Please specify ifyou want

sored adlistings.lnfopixpak $3.00:

to use OUT P.O. Box. Commercial

MAN-HAIR, 59 West lOth, NYC

ads are charge_d at the rate of20¢

10011.

per word, $3.00 minimum� Phone
GAY

numbers and zip codes are free.

WRESTLING

CON

$2.00 additional charge for the use

TACTS. Fun/hot action! Nation

of oUTP.O.Box.Deadlinefor ads is

wide adlistings. Infopixpak $3.00:

th£ 15th of each month. Send to

NYWC,59 Westl0th,NYC 10011.

Gaze, Box 3038, Memphis, TN
Literary anthology for, by, and

38173-0038.

bian carepartners and those who

Roommate Wanted: Respon

GWM wants to share two bed

have lost close friends and/or fam

sible Adult (prefer military) to share

room apartment with same in Mid

ily members. Essays: (1) should

house. Rent $200 and upkeep of

town. Everything furnished. Ideal

not exceed 5000 words, (2) will be

Memphis home. Three bedroom ,

for the right person. Must be clean

edited for grammar, and (3) should

two bath, 20 minutes from NAS.

and trustworthy. Call 278-1056.

focus on emotional processes (love,

Call Dave Allen 323-1822.

anger, sadness, fear, survivor guilt,

Attractive GWM, 25, 5'10",

etc.), day-to-day concrete experi

140#, slim;smooth body, passive.

ences, and interactions with others

Educated, attractive, GWM,

Seeks attractive, dark-haired, Ital

close to the PWA. For more infor

non-smoker,movie& mystery buff,

ian top or similar type, 18-40, in

mation or to submit a manuscript,

31 5'8", 142#, br/br, transplanted

shape, endowed, who enjoys being

please write: Book Project, 1414

from New England. Seeks educated,

serviced on a regular basis. Discre

17th Street NW, #802, Washing

clean-cut, GWM for friendship/re

tion and safety assured. Write

ton, DC 20036.

lationship. Boxholder, P.O. Box

D.M.A., P.O. Box 12223, Mem

81369, Memphis, TN 38152.

phis, TN 38182-0223.

DUPLEX for Rent Two-story
brick, 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,

BiWM wants cute young boy,

Generous bisexual WM, seek

18-28, to daddy. Love and correc

ing TV{fS, shemales, for fun, ad

about Black Lesbians seeking Po

washer & dryer, private yard, and

Beware of Inmate Scams- It is
unfortunate, but some prisoners will

etry (any form or length) and Short
Stories (maximum 25 pages). Send

private drive. Looking for one or

tion will be meted out according to

venture, and whatever. Postage will

two discreet, young (20-40), pro

your needs and actions. Write me

be returned. Consider short dis

take advantage of Gay pen pals.

unpublished submissions and Que

fessional, straight-acting, GWMs.

about yourself. Dad, Box 2031,

tances. Black or white. Boxholder,

Call Dave at 327-3749.

Memphis, TN 38175.

P.O. Box 281101, Memphis, TN

Gaze does not make a judgement

ries with self-addressed, stamped

regarding inmate ads, but feels

envelope to: Terri Jewell, 211 W.

compelled to warn its readers of

Saginaw, #2, Lansing, MI 48933.

38168.
Sweet-tempered

female cat

SBF, 23 interested in meeting

October1989
Sun

Mon

n

Gay Community Calendar
The

Memphis Gay
Coalition BUsiness
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•

Meeting, 7 PM, Main

h

�
ll, 1ft\
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t
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Thurs

.:

Main library,

·Meeting Room

11�

A

·n '1

Fri

Sat

�

Trixie Thunde.rpusy
s
A�ds.Reftections

•

10 PM & Waggettes
Auction 8-9:45 PM
Wdd West Night, Pipeline

•

• Waggettes

ll·

n.

Dinner & Gramy
. Roast, J-wags 7 N.
,..� Festivali601
Naliol)at Coming Out
·

·

•,

Day ,

·7:�M.

·

•Toga Party,
Pipeline

• Miss Southern
Belle Contest,
GDI

• HEART STRINGS, 8
pm Vincent De Frank
Music Hall

library, Meeting Room A
ofOffars

.

Wed

n �·

Miss J-Wags
Pageant, J-Wags 10 PM

•

BYPIJ Social fvri9
8-1t·PM ..
•

.�®.:�ting�
1PM

•

.

Gay Women's Soc:ial
Halloween Party

��

BWMT CR 7:30 PM
Main Library

•

• Halloween
Costume Party, GDI

19-year-old white male, alone

man, 25-45 who's tired of bar cha

in the world and currently in prison,

rades and seeks a real friendship/

desires correspondence with any

relationship. Reply to: Box240863,

sincere guy. Age doesn't matter.

Memphis, TN 38124.

friendship and possible relationship.

607, Carson City, NV 89701.

Mickey, I'm ecstatic that we're

do it together. Reply Dept. X-10,

Mikee.

Box 3038, Memphis, 1N 381730038.

GWM, 31, 6', 165#, seeking

dinners, travel, good times, good

GWM, 28-36. Is there anyone out

conversation, friendship/relation

there that is discreet, responsible,

ship. Reply to: Box 38185, Mem

phis, TN 38183.

I want to live life to its fullest Let's

together! Love you always, Little
40's, sincere, caring, stable.Seeks

GWM, 22-37, for movies, theater,

GWM, 6', 165 lb.- 22 year-old
professional seeks others 21-25 for

Richard Deeds # 14946, P.O. Box

GWM, 5'10", 170#, bl/bl,early

38175--1151.

Show Your
Pride!
Gay Memphis
T-shirts
. available soon.

professional, and sincere? If you
can answer yes to this question,

send letter and photo if possible to
GWM,45,5'6", 140#,reserved,

sincere, non-smoker, para-profes

sional, home-oriented. Seek same

P.O. Box 40302, Memphis.,1,'JN
3817 4�302.
' � f
GWM, 32, 5'11", 180#,_seek s

for friendship and possible rela

feminine pre-op

3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

transexual taking femalehormones.

GWM, 34, 5' 10" , 175#, br/bl,

loving and f aithful. Desire sincere

The Infoimation and Services
directory is printed as a public
service and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed
hereinhave requested to be listed
but have not been charged.
RESTAURANTS & BARS
Apartment: 343 Madison 525-9491.
Barbara's: 1474 Madison 278-4313.
Chaps: 111 N.Qaybrook - 7228963.
GDI on the River: 287 S.Front
Street - 526-1038.
J-Wags: 1268 Madison - 7251909.
Last Stop: 616 Marshall - 5254556.
Lorretta 's Cut Rate Saloon &
Bait Shoppe: 598 Marshall523-7130
Numbers: 600 Marshall - 5265553.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar - 7265263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon 272-1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528
Madison - 278-9321.
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tionship. Write: Dept M-10, Box

.

Organization - Box 40389,
Memphis 38174-0389 - 7628401, 458-AIDS, or 2720855.
Agape Christian Church: Li
turgical service Sundays at
11:00 AM and Bible Study
Wednesdays 7:00PM - 346-

-. &�

Non-profit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering a A Full Rmtge Of Gynecological Care

,, .,

1462 Poplar at McNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 274-3550

Discreet. Want to swap transsexual
films, magazines. Send photo! Stan,

P.O. Box 751151, Memphis, TN

address: Box 40231, Memphis 38174-0231.
Memphis Lambda Center:
Meeting place for 12-step
recovery programs - 241 N.
Cleveland (above
'llited
Paint Store),Memphis - 2767379.
Minority Prison Project
(MPP): For information:
John Prowett, 1973 Sipes,
Memphis 38127.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite:
Box41822,Memphis 381741822.
#15, Memphis 38105.
National Organization for
Colors: Box 1921, Memphis
Women (NOW): Box
38101.
40982, Memphis 38104 Gay
and Lesbian Parents
452-6983.
Coalition,lnc. of Memphis: Parents & Friends of LesbiBox40')82,Memphis 38174ans And Gays (P-FLAG):
0982. :
<tro�� ...�H-2.0:.31,;-tMemphis
Gay Women's Social Group.:
£ 3818\¥4lQ3ip::! 7t>'f-14\4.
Phoenixttw
:.\\\:)�t? -9549,
Lee , 327-6165.
.
'
Heart Stings: 1400 Central,
276-7379, oi-·454-1414.
n�j)-�J & Lesbian Gay
Memphis 3!U.QL.;...12..6-=-.
HOPE .
liance (T-GALA): Box
1.24181,Nashville,TN 37202.
Kinship: Seventh Day Adventist Gay-religious group -B x
ransexuals in Priso (TIP):
information:; John
171135, Memphis 38187- : For
1135 - 754-6160.
'
Prowett, 1973 Sipd, MemMemphis Center for Reprophis 38127.
ductive Health: 1462 Pop- Tsarus:Leather-Leviclub -Box
41082, Memphis 38174lar Ave, Memphis 38104 274-3550.
1082.
Memphis Gay Coalition Wings:Leather-Levi club-Box
(MGC): Box 3038, Mem41784, ·Memphis 381741784.
phis 38173-0038 - 324Women of Leather: 181 N.
GAYS.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Willett, Memphis 38104 C ommunity
Center
278-9321
HELPLINES
(MGLCC): 1291 Madison,
Memphis 38104, Mailing
AIDS Switchboard:458-AIDS

1436 or 353-1092.
Agape New Life Church:Worship Sundays at 11:00 AM
and Wednesdays at 7:30PM
- 327-4145.
American Ga� Atheists
(AGA) Memphis: Box
41371, Memphis
381741371.
Black & White Men Together
(BWMT): Box 41773,
Memphis 38174 - 327-3753,
452-5894, or 726-1461.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling
League: 1161 Poplar Ave
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- 3:30-llpm.
Gay Switchboard: 324-GAYS
- 7:30- l l pm.
LINC: 725-8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: 276LIVE.
Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
274-7477.
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
Counseling
Becky Caperton, MS: Coun
seling - 327-9758.
Beth Causey, M.Div.:Pastoral
counseling - 454-0108.
Kim A. M oss MS: Midtown
Counseling Service, 1835
Union, Suite 101, Memphis
38104 - (901) 726-4586.
Carole Taylor, MS: Counsel
ing - 458-7098.
Northeast Mental Health Cen
ter: 382-3880.
Legal
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At
Law: 100 N. Main, Suite
3310,Memphis 38103 - (901)
525-0417.
Massage
"Just the Right Touch": Non
sexual Swedish/sports mas
sage - -377-7701.
"A Touch Of Relaxation":
Therapeutic massage by
appointment, Ms. Bernie
Gwyn - 522-1482 or 5227054.
Carpet Care
Lee's Carpet Care: Com
mercial - Residential, 24-hr.
service, free estimates - 3276165.

MISCELLANEOUS
Airport Adult Theatre: 2214
Brooks Rd E.- 345-0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
2947 Lamar - 744-7494.
Fantasy World: 1814 Win
chester - 346-2086.
Economy Interiors: Antiques
- 1466 Madison - 725-9222.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275
Getwell - 454-7765.
GetweU Adult Book Store:
1617 Getwell - 745-9054.
Men of Leather: Leather shop
- 111 N. Claybrook - 7228963.
Paris Adult Entertainment
Center: 2432 Summ er - 3232665.
Star Search Video: 1264
Madison - 272-STA,J(
Tobacco Corner Newsroom:
669 Mendenhall Rd S.- 6823326 & 1803 Union - 7261622.
MEDIA
AIDS Update: Newspaper
published by the Aid to End
AIDS Committee - �58AIDS.
Gay Alternative: Radio pro
gram, Mon. 6:00-7:00 PM,
WEVL FM 90 - Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.
Gaze: Monthly newspaper
published by the Memphis
Gay Coalition - Box 3038,
Memphis 38173-0038 - 454.
1411.
The Personals: Gay computer
bulletin board- 300 or 1200
baud - 274-6713.
·
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Ticket Prices
$25 - Show Only

& Champagne Cast Party
$200- Show, Cast Party, & Brunch (Sept. 24)
$75 - Show

TICKETS ON SALE AT ALL TICKET HUB LOCATIONS,
. AT THE DOOR, OR ORDER BY PHONE

725-HUBB
Proceeds will· benefit the Aid to End AIDS Committee, the Memphis AIDS Coalition, and the Design Industries Foundation
for AIDS. The portion of the ticket price exceeding the value received is ·tax-deductible as provided
by law. Caii726-HOPE for details.

